
Moss Valley Meander – Alternate Route via 
Troway

The diversion adds about 500m to the original route – up to 9.1km 
(5.6miles), but the overall ascent/descent remains the same.

Diversion to avoid temporarily closed section of path.

It also adds some nice views, an extra bit of woodland and 
passes a nice cafe and a pub!



After crossing the stepping 
stones at the bottom of the lane 
below Geerlane Farm (CP 12 on 
the original route) turn left 
instead of right, cross the river 
Moss over a wooden bridge and 
walkway, and then follow the lane 
as it climbs steadily for 800m up 
to Troway.

At the top of the hill the lane 
emerges onto the (very quiet) 
road through Troway village.
Turn right here and follow the 
road for 150m until it bends 
sharply to the left.
(Passing a nice cafe and a pub, 
if you have time to stop.)

On the corner opposite the pub, take the public footpath through a 
gap in the wall and over a little stone stile.  Shortly afterwards the 
path crosses a wooden stile into a field with a fine view over the 
valley towards Sheffield.

Keep to the left, at the top of the hill and the path soon becomes 
more obvious as you follow it through Mires Spring Wood to 
emerge into a small paddock on the other side with gravelly steps 
leading steeply up a short way to a stile.



After crossing the paddock, turn right over the stile at the top to 
head back downhill passing Sicklebrook Farm on your right.
Ignoring a lane going off to the left, carry on passing more 
buildings on your right as you go downhill.

After about 300m this path 
meets the original route just 
above the closure.  Turn left here 
to rejoin the original route and 
head up towards the gasworks 
and beyond to the top of Owler 
Car Wood.
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